Party Description:

What is a Vote! Vote! Vote! Party?
It’s a party YOU have at your house or your favorite coffee shop or your favorite bar. The purpose of the party is to inspire/encourage/cajole your friends, relatives, neighbors, etc. to vote in the 2018 primary and general elections.

When is your Vote! Vote! Vote! Party?
The official party weekend starts Friday, June 29, June 30th, and ends on Sunday, July 1st, but it’s YOUR party so you get to decide when to host it. We’re going to push out a lot of social media fun on that specific weekend and spotlight as many of the parties as possible, but if you want to host it on a different date that’s totally okay!

How do you host your Vote! Vote! Vote! Party?
You invite some people, have some snacks and drinks, and then talk to them about voting. You can use all or some of the materials in this kit. They’re also available online at https://www.mainstreamcoalition.org/vote_vote_vote

Why would you have a Vote! Vote! Vote! Party?
Because every vote counts and you know people who don’t vote. The best way to get people to vote is to have someone they know and trust talk to them about voting (this is a research-based truth!) If you have a party and you get just one person to vote who wouldn’t have voted otherwise, you might have changed the future of Kansas politics.

Let us know if you’re having a party! Email Liz at liz@mainstreamcoalition.org. We will give you a shout out on our Facebook and Twitter accounts and we’ll send you super-strong party vibes. Plus, we’d like to follow-up and see how we can make this party kit even better.